Abstract. Some spectral properties of spherical mean operators defined on a Riemannian manifold are given. As an application we deduce a statistic property of geodesic chains which is interesting from the view point of geometric probability.
1. Introduction. Let Af be a complete Riemannian manifold, and r a positive real number. By SAf, we shall denote the tangent unit sphere bundle of Af. The spherical mean with radius r is an operator acting on continuous functions on Af by (LJ)(x) = f fiexp rv) dSx (v) (/ G C°(Af )), SXM where dSx stands for the normalized canonical density on the unit sphere SXM.
When Af = R", this coincides with the classical spherical mean In case r is small enough, (ii) is due to Tsujishita [24] , who proved in fact that the spherical mean with small radius is a Fourier integral operator of negative order. We will see in §2 that his idea still works well in the above situation, although Lr may be no longer a Fourier integral operator in the usual sense.
Let it be assumed that Af is compact. Selfadjointness of Lr implies especially the equality fM LJ dg = fM f dg for any / G L2(M), from which, using the general theory of Markov processes, one can equip a probability measure on the infinite product M X M X M X . . . such that the shift transformation is measure preserving and the coordinate process is a Markov process whose transition operator is just Lr. Ergodicity of this dynamical system is equivalent to the statement that 1 is simple eigenvalue of Lr. In this view, Lr will be called ergodic if the equality LJ = f (f E L2(M)) implies that/is constant.
Ergodicity of Lr means something more. To explain this, let us give here a notion of geodesic chains. Let & be a positive integer or oo. We will call a continuous mapping c of the interval [0, k] into a complete Riemannian manifold Af a geodesic chain of length k if each restriction c, = c\[i -1, i] (i = 1, 2, . . . ) is a geodesic curve in Af. If, in addition, every c, has a common length r, then such a curve will be called an r-geodesic chain. We denote by Gk(r; Af) the set of all r-geodesic chains of length k in Af. As will be seen in §3, the set Gk(r; M) is naturally homogeneous space, the converse holds (cf. [20] ). In the general case, the situation seems more complicated. But as an application of Theorem A, we can prove Theorem C. If dim M > 2, and for any x in Af, the mapping expx: rSxM -» Af is an immersion, then Lr is ergodic.
In the course of proof, we require the fact that under the above condition, any two points in Af can be joined by an r-geodesic chain of finite length.
As particular cases, we have
Corollary.
If one of the following conditions is satisfied, then Lr is ergodic.
(i) The radius r is smaller than the injective radius of M.
(ii) Af has no conjugate point (r is arbitrary).
Furthermore, we get some information about discrete spectrum.
Theorem D. Under the same conditions as Theorem C: (i) -1 is not an eigenvalue;
(ii) there are infinitely many positive eigenvalues. If, in addition, M has no geodesic loop with length r, then there are infinitely many negative eigenvalues.
The first assertion implies the mixing property of the dynamical system. The fundamental idea of the proof of (ii) is due to M. Gromov.
We now return to the equality (*). The Fourier inversion gives rise to a formal expansion of Lr with respect to r:
Lr~I -(r2/2n)A + (r4/8/i(« + 2))A2 + . . . .
In §5, we observe that spherical means on Riemannian manifolds have also analogous expansions, which, as by-product, provide us with an approximation theorem for the fundamental solution for the heat equation by an iteration of Lr:
Theorem E. Let M be compact, and let K, be the fundamental solution for the heat equation (9/9/ + A)u = 0. Then for any f E L2(M), the iteration L^nJ {r(t,N)=\/2nt/N), converges to KJ in L2-sense and in a.e. sense as A"foo.
The formal expansion of Lr allows us also to prove the following.
Theorem F. If M is a symmetric space with rank > 2, then Lr is ergodic for any r>0.
In the case of rank one, we can give a condition for radius r in order that Lr is ergodic.
We should point out that some of the results about Lr had been obtained by P. Günther [9] when Af is a harmonic Riemannian space, and that an expansion theorem for a similar mean valued operator has been proved by A. Gray and T. J.
Willmore [7] .
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2. Spherical means. Let Af be a connected «-dimensional complete Riemannian manifold, and -n: SM -> Af its tangent unit sphere bundle. The canonical density associated with the metric of Af is denoted dg. The bundle SAf possesses a measure given by the density dSM which takes the form
The density dSM coincides with the one associated with the standard metric on SAf (see [18] ).
Let Lr be the spherical mean with radius r. It is easy to see that Lr is an operator of the space of bounded continuous functions into itself with sup|Lr/| < sup|/|. Proof. Let {<p,} (-00 < / < oo) be the geodesic flow on SM, and 77": C°(SAf) -h> C°(Af) the fiber integral
JSXM
Then we easily find Lr = 7Tt<p*ir*, where <¡p*, it* denote the pull backs by <pr, ir, respectively. Since {<p,} is a volume preserving flow (see [18] ), we get f LJ-hdg= f h(x) dg(x) f <PÏtr*fdSx
which proves the last half of our assertion. The rest follows from the estimates lk% = i, IKII, < iRemark. In his paper [9] , P. Günther considered an operator relating to a mean valued operator treated by Ruse, Walker and Willmore [16] , which takes the form We now proceed to the proof of Theorem A(ii). By V, we shall denote the covariant differentiation associated with the metric. We assume hereafter that for any x in Af, the mapping exp^: rSxM -» Af is an immersion. We should note that this assumption is equivalent to the statement that the mapping irr: SM -> M X M given by irr(v) = (w(v), exp rv) is an immersion, or that for any v E SM, the point exp rv is not conjugate to tr(v) along the geodesic exp tv (0 < / < r).
The following is easy to see. are two-fold coverings, we see that the restrictions to A^, of the natural projections: T*(Ua X Uß)^> T*Ua, T*Uß are local diffeomorphisms, which implies that ¡¿a is extended to: H™mp(UJ -» H^n_xy2)(Uß) (see [11] ). This proves Theorem A(ii).
Remark. If there is no closed geodesic with length 2r then Lr is a F.I.O. in the sense of Hörmander, because N(m/) \ 0 has no intersection in TAf X TM, and hence the conormal bundle A(SAf) is a Lagrange manifold in T*Af X r*Af.
3. Geodesic chains. The set of all geodesic segments with length r in a complete manifold M is just S,(r; Af), which is identified with the total space SM by a bijection t,: SM -> Gx(r; M) defined by t,(u)(/) = exp trv, 0 < / < 1. Using this identification, we can introduce a measure Px onto the set Gx(r; Af), which is natural from a geometric point of view. For instance, when Af = R", this is just the usual measure on the set of oriented line segments with constant length, introduced in the theory of geometric probability [17] .
For general k, we can equip a measure on Gk(r; M) in a similar way. To explain this, let SkM be the fiber bundle on Af whose fiber at x is the product S^Af X • • • X SXM (A>times). The set Qk(r; M) is then identified with S*Af as follows. Translating the vector u/'_I) parallelly along the curve (c" . . . , c,_,), one can get a sequence (t>" . . . ,vk) E SkM. It is easy to see that this correspondence is bijective. We let rk: SkM -> Gk(r; M) be the inverse of this bijection. Note that the subset Gk(r)x in Gk(r), which consists of all r-geodesic chains c with c(0) = x, corresponds to the fiber S*Af.
Define a probability measure on Gk(r)x to be the product of normalized measure on the Euclidean sphere Sx. We shall denote it by Pk x. We can then equip a measure Pk on Gk(r) so that the following relation holds:
Consider a mapping pk: Ga0(r)x -> Gk(r)x defined by pk(c) = c|[0, k]. Since pk corresponds, in the identification, to the projection S^Af -» S^Af, the inverse image pkl(c) is identified with the product LT^+i 5xAf, which has a product measure to be denoted Px( \c). We easily observe ¿V,(A) = / P,(A n Pk\c)\c) dPkJc)
for any measurable set A in G^, (/■)*• It is worthwhile to note that the compact open topology of Gk(r) coincides with the induced one from SkM, and that if A is measurable in Gk(r)x with measure 1, then A is dense in Gk(r)x.
From now on, let us assume Af is compact and jM dg = 1, so that Pk is a probability measure. We write, for brevity, Gx(r), G(r), Px, P for Gx(r; M)x, G^r; Af), Pxx, Px, respectively. Define a mapping ttk: (2(r)-» Af by trk(c) = c(k). Let ÍB express the a-ring generated by trk\A) (k = 1, 2, ... ) where A runs over all Borel subsets in Af. The shift T is the mapping of G(r) into itself given by (Tc)(t) = c(t + 1). Since trk + x = trk ° T, T is % -measurable. Remark, (i) Instead of the set Gx(r; Af), one can consider a set G_o0 x(r; M) consisting of geodesic chains c: (-oo, oo) -» Af. In the same way, we can introduce a measure on this set such that the shift is a bijective measure preserving transformation.
(ii) Lemma 3.2 implies, for any Borel set A, Px(irkl(A)) = (LkXx)(x). Therefore the kth iteration Lk of spherical mean is an integral operator associated with the double fibering
that is, Lkf=ísíwk*fdPXrk.
As is usual, the dynamical system (G(r), P, T) is said to be ergodic if any invariant Ç6 -measurable set has measure zero, or its complement does. Ergodicity is equivalent to either one of the following conditions. We are in a position to prove Theorem B. Suppose that (G(r), P, T) is ergodic. We will construct a measurable set A in G(r) with P(A) = 1 such that any geodesic chains in A are uniformly distributed. Choose a system of C "-functions {/.} (i = 1, 2, ... ) such that any bounded Riemannian integrable function can be approximated from above and below by finite linear combinations of {/} in the sense that given / we can find, for any e > 0, c,, . . . , cm, dx,. . . , dm (ER) such that 2 cj < f < 2 djh [ 2 4/Ï " 2 c¿ dg < e. To prove Theorem C, it is enough to see the following (taking account of the above and Theorem A(ii)). Lemma 4.2. Suppose dim Af > 2, and the mapping trr is immersion. Then any two points of M can be joined by an r-geodesic chain of even length.
Proof. We will show that any equivalence classes of the relation ~2 are open. We make use of the following notations:
Let x E M, and let F: SXM X SXM -» Af be a mapping given by F(u, v) = tr2 (r2(u, -v) ). From the assumption, we easily see that there exist small positive numbers e, 8 such that
Since the set A = F(AS) n (Be(x) \ x) is closed in the connected space Be(x) \ x, we have only to prove that A is open in Be(x) \ x. In fact, this being the case, the point x and any other point in Bc(x) can be joined by an r-geodesic chain of length two, so that the open neighborhood Be(x) of x is contained in the equivalence class of x.
Our claim comes from the assertion that the restriction F: A6 -A -» Af is a submersion, which is proved in the following way. Let (u, v) E A5 \ A, and let dF: TUSXM © TUSXM^> TnuD)M be the differential of F at (u, v). We denote by To compute ¿/F(A' © 0), (X E TUSXM), we choose a curve u(s) in SxAf with m(0) = u, du(0)/ds = X, and consider a family of geodesies {cs(t)}s given by cs(t) = r2(t/(i), -u)(/ + 1) (0 < / < 1). The vector field Jx(t) = (d/ds)\s_0 cs(t) is then a Jacobi field along the curve c(t) = c0(t), satisfying dF(x © o) = ^(l), du(-n o <pr)(x) = jx(0). On the other hand, we have from Gauss' lemma, (y^(0); X E TUSXM) = the orthogonal complement of <pr(u) in T^^Af, which contradicts the fact that cpr(u) is not any constant multiple of v*. Hence we can find a vector X E TJ5XM such that Jx(\) is not contained in the hyperplane dF(0 © TVSXM), which implies Im dF = T^u v)M, as desired. The above lemma leads also to Theorem D(i). Indeed, if LJ = -/, then / G C°°(M), and L2f = f; hence by the maximum principle, / must be constantly zero.
As a corollary, we have the following which strengthens the assertion for ergodicity. which, looking at the L2-expansion of/into eigenf unctions, is easily deduced.
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We now focus our attention on eigenvalues other than ±1. We continue to assume that the mapping ttr : SM -» Af X Af is an immersion. Note that the singular support of the distribution kernel of Lr is just the image of wr, therefore from smoothness of eigenfunctions, it follows immediately that Lr has infinitely many eigenvalues.
To prove the existence of infinitely many positive eigenvalues, it suffices to see that, for any positive integer N, there exist smooth functions $,,..., <PN such that <<D" *,> = 0 for i *j, <Lr$,, $,> = 0 for i *j, <LrO,, $,> > 0 for any i, where < , > denotes the L2-inner product fM( , ) dg. For this we first show that we can take a set {xx, . . . , xN,yx, . . . ,yN) so that exp(rSxM) B y¡ for any i, exp(rSxM) $ Xj for / =£j, exp(rSyM) 5 y} for i ¥=j, expiVS,. Af ) $ y} for i J=j. This is obviously possible if r is small enough. In the general case, we have to choose jc" y¡ somewhat carefully. The following is useful in the argument. Proof. Suppose that (exp(rSxM)) n (exp(r£,,Af)) ¥= 0, and that at a point z in the intersection, exp^S^M) does not transversally intersect with exp^S^Af). This implies these tangent spaces at z coincide with each other, or equivalently, there are vectors u E SXM, v E SyM such that <pr(u) = ± <¡pr(u). Since x ¥=y, we have <pr(w) = -<pr(v), which means y = exp(2rw), and this is a contradiction.
This lemma guarantees that the set expirS^Af ) \ exp(rSyM) is open dense in expi^Af). We now take points xx ¥=yx with v, G exp^S^Af), and take a point x2 in the complement of the union
From what has been said, we can take a point y2 in
Proceeding with this argument, we can get a set {x¡,y¡) with the desired property. In order to construct functions $,, take C °°-functions tp" uV (/ = 1, . . . , N) such that <ft >0, x(>, > 0, v > 0 on Be(X¡), ^ > 0 on Be(y¡), supp <pt =Be(xJ supp \pj = Be(y¡). Choosing a small e > 0, we can assume Be(Xi) n Bt(xj) = 0 for / +j, Be(x,) n Be(yj) = 0 for any i,j, Be(yt) nBe(yj) = 0 for i *j, {exp(rSxM); x E 5e(x,.)} n Be(xj) = 0 for i #/, {exp(r^Af); v G Bt(y,)} n Be(yj) = 0 for i #/, {exp(r5, Af ); x G Be(X¡)} n Bt(yj) = 0 for / +j, 5. Expansion of Lr as rj,0. In this section we consider a formal Taylor expansion of Lr with respect to the radius r. The method we will take is different from [7] .
We denote by Z the vector field on S M generating the geodesic flow {<p,}. For any C "-function/on Af, the function r i-> LJ(x) is smooth, and
In order to compute more explicitly the function Zk(m*f), let us choose a local coordinate (x\ . . . , x") of Af, and by T'Jk we denote the Christoffel symbols. We Remark. If (Af, g) is real analytic, and if / G C"(Af), then LJ(x) is a real analytic function of the variable r, and the above expansion converges for small r. We next calculate the leading symbols of the differential operators P2k. To facilitate doing this, we introduce the following notation. For a formal power series with linear differential operator coefficients, Dr = 2"_0 rkDk, we define a symbol series a(Dr) to be By a well-known formula (cf. F. John [12] ), the integral becomes
V^ r((n + 2k)/2) so that the last expression is equal to
= e(n-2)/2(^T HÉlIr).
Since the leading symbol of the Laplacian A is -||£||2, we have proved the lemma.
Corollary. P2k is a formally selfadjoint elliptic differential operator whose principal symbol coincides with that of
where p is the Ricci curvature, and t denotes the scalar curvature (cf. [7] ).
We now suppose Af is compact, and let KJ(x) = f k,(x,y)f(y)dg(y),
•> M k,(x,y) being the fundamental solution of the heat operator 9/9/ + A. From the probabilistic view point, K, is considered as the transition operator associated with the Brownian motions on Af.
To prove Theorem E, we recall a theorem of P. Chernoff [4] , which says that if a one-parameter family Remark. C°-convergence comes from a more general result proved by Jorgensen [13] .
The following two lemmas are obvious from the definition of Lr. Proof. In view of Lemma 5.5, we may assume, without loss of generality, that Af is globally symmetric, so that we may write Af = G/H, where G is the largest connected group of isometries acting on Af. From commutativity of Lr with each element in G, it follows that P2k is a G-invariant differential operator. We know from general theory of symmetric spaces [10] that G-invariant differential operators on Af commute with each other, hence LrA and ALr have the same expansion with respect to r. We note here that Af is a C"-manifold, so that for any/ G CU(M) we have LrA/ = ALr/. Since C"(Af) is dense in C°°(Af), we get the lemma. Remark. The above proof implies LrLs = LsLr for any s, r > 0.
We can now prove Theorem F. Let Af be a symmetric space with rank > 2, and let / = 2 fx be the L2-expansion of / G L2(M) into eigenfunctions of the Laplacian. If LJ = /, it follows from the above lemma that LJX = fx for any X. Since fx E C°°, it suffices to show that any two points can be joined by an r-geodesic chain. But this is clear from the fact that two points lie always in a two-dimensional totally geodesic flat subspace in Af, and any two points in a two-dimensional flat space can be joined by an r-geodesic chain, irrespective of the value r.
Let us consider the case Af is a rank one symmetric space of compact type. We conclude this section by proposing the following open problem. Problem. Let E denote the set of positive numbers r such that Lr is ergodic. Then is E always dense in R+?
6. Generalizations and remarks. This section gives generalizations of some results concerning r-geodesic chains. Since it seems unnecessary to repeat all the argument here, only frameworks will be stated.
Let Af be a compact Riemannian manifold, and let {¡ix} (x E M) be a family of probability measure such that each ux is assigned to the tangent space TXM, which is supposed to satisfy: This condition is equivalent to: for any geodesic curve y the Py is measure preserving. In fact any piecewise smooth curve can be approximated by broken geodesies.
We let A^, x G Af, be supports of measures nx such that P(Ny(a)) = Ny(b) for any curve y: [a, b] -> M. We denote by fi(jn) the totality of geodesic chains c: [0, oo) -> Af with c(k) = dc(k)/dt E Nc^ky In the same vein as §3, we can identify G(n) with the fiber space A^ whose fiber is Nx = Nx X Nx X . . . , and can equip a measure P on G(jx). The condition (f) guarantees an analogous result to Lemma 3.1, from which it follows at once that the stochastic process irk: 6( ju) -» Af given by irk(c) = c(k) has a Markov property PA[T~kA\%k) = PA\A\mk) for A G % , where T: 6(/x)-> (3(/¿) is the shift, <&*. is the o-ring generated by trkx(-), "3J = U 9>k, and the symbol P { \ ) stands for the conditional probability.
Letting
we have^( r-»A|x) = P"x(T-lA) = (V>"; (A))(x), so that P^Jtik^A) = (Lk\A)(x) for each k. Usually P (irk~lA) is called the Ä:-step transition probability of the Markov process {77^} and frequently written as Pk(x; A). Using the same argument as §3, we can prove that if the fiber product measure ju, on N is invariant under the geodesic flows, then the shift T is measure preserving, and that the dynamical system (G ((i) where Bx = {v E TXM; \\v\\ < r}. The family {¡xx} obviously satisfies the condition (f). In this case, A^ is the ball bundle Br = (J Bx on M, and the measure ¡i is invariant under the geodesic flows. Let it be assumed that radius r is smaller than the injective radius of Af, so that the mapping IT(ü) = (771;, exp v) is a diffeomorphism of Br into Af X Af. Since the distribution kernel K^ of the associated operator L^ is given by (K, h)= f lï*h dBr (dBr = Vo\(Bj-' dv dg), K is an L2-function on Af X Af, and hence it follows that L^ is of Hilbert-Schmidt type. Further we easily contend that L^(L2(M)) c C°(M). Thus LM is ergodic.
Example (iii). Put
(ix(A) = (4wr)-"/2f exp(-||t?||2/4r) dv, JA which satisfies (f), and ¡i is invariant under the geodesic flow. When Af has no conjugate point, the associated operator L^ has the smooth distribution kernel, because the mapping n: TM -> Af X Af (v h^ (irv, exp v)) is a covering mapping. From this fact, we can prove that L^ is ergodic.
Example (iv). Another important example arises in the theory of symmetric spaces. Let Af = G/K be a globally symmetric space. Fix an element a in G. We let g = f + p be the Cartan decomposition of the Lie algebra g corresponding to G, and write a = exp(rv0), v0 E g with \\v0\\ = l. Putting NgK = dg(Ad(K)v0), we have a subbundle N = U NgK of SAf. We set, for A c P = T^Af,
where dk denotes the normalized Haar measure on K. The measure can be extended in an obvious way to a measure on each fiber of N, and the family ¡ix satisfies the condition (f), thanks to the symmetricity. Further we easily find (V)= ( f(gkaK)dk.
If Af is a rank one symmetric space, K acts transitively on the sphere {v E p; ||u|| = l}, so one concludes that LM coincides with the spherical mean Lr. Remark. As was pointed out in the introduction, there is another way to construct a Markov process with the transition probability Pk(x, A) = (L¡¡Xa)(x)> which is standard to probabilist, but not geometrical. Namely, for a probability space, we choose an infinite product M°° = Af X M X . . . , and define a probability measure P on M °° so that, for any k > 2, and for any Borel set Aq, A " . . . , Ak of Af, the following relation holds: P(X0EAo,XxEAx,...,XkEAk) = f dg(x0) f Px(x0, dx-j) ... f P¡(xk_x, dxk) JA0 JAX ¡ JAk where x¡: M -» Af is the ith coordinate. It is a standard fact that the coordinate process {xk} is a Markov process with transition operator L (see [5] ). Usually, we call such a process "random walks" because the process provides us with a mathematical model for motions of drunken walkers who walk very randomly on the manifold. The process (G(¡i), irk) constructed above is considered as a geometrical model of random walks.
